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The Kennedy Doctrine
SSuggests that John F. Kennedy was assassinated
because military leaders feared his dedication to
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peace would result in the United States falling to
Russia

JFK's Forgotten Crisis
Shedding important new light on the history of the
Cold War, Philip Nash tells the story of what the
United States gave up to help end the Cuban missile
crisis of 1962. By drawing on documents only recently
declassified, he shows that one of President
Kennedy's compromises with the Soviets involved the
removal of Jupiter missiles from Italy and Turkey, an
arrangement concealed from both the American
public and the rest of the NATO allies. Nash traces the
entire history of the Jupiters and explores why the
United States offered these nuclear missiles, which
were capable of reaching targets in the Soviet Union,
to its European allies after the launch of Sputnik. He
argues that, despite their growing doubts, both
Eisenhower and Kennedy proceeded with the
deployment of the missiles because they felt that
cancellation would seriously damage America's
credibility with its allies and the Soviet Union. The
Jupiters subsequently played a far more significant
role in Khrushchev's 1962 decision to deploy his
missiles in Cuba, in U.S. deliberations during the
ensuing missile crisis, and in the resolution of events
in Cuba than most existing histories have supposed.

Above and Beyond
For quarter of a century now the British Army has
been involved in a bloody and protracted conflict in
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Northern Ireland. This book looks at the roots of the
current struggle and of British military intervention,
setting both in the longer perspective of the AngloIrish Troubles. It is, however, more than a chronicle of
military strategies and sectarian strife: it seeks to
place the use of the army within the context of the
wider British experience of dealing with political
violence, and to address the broader issue of how
democratic states have responded to both ethnic
conflict and the threat of `internal' disorder

Berlin 1961
Winner of the Pulitzer Prize Winner of the National
Book Critics Circle Award The definitive biography of
the mercurial Soviet leader who succeeded and
denounced Stalin. Nikita Khrushchev was one of the
most complex and important political figures of the
twentieth century. Ruler of the Soviet Union during
the first decade after Stalin's death, Khrushchev left a
contradictory stamp on his country and on the world.
His life and career mirror the Soviet experience:
revolution, civil war, famine, collectivization,
industrialization, terror, world war, cold war,
Stalinism, post-Stalinism. Complicit in terrible Stalinist
crimes, Khrushchev nevertheless retained his
humanity: his daring attempt to reform communism
prepared the ground for its eventual collapse; and his
awkward efforts to ease the cold war triggered its
most dangerous crises. This is the first comprehensive
biography of Khrushchev and the first of any Soviet
leader to reflect the full range of sources that have
become available since the USSR collapsed.
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Combining a page-turning historical narrative with
penetrating political and psychological analysis, this
book brims with the life and excitement of a man
whose story personified his era.

Kennedy's Wars
"A minor classic in its laconic, spare, compelling
evocation by a participant of the shifting moods and
maneuvers of the most dangerous moment in human
history."—Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr. During the
thirteen days in October 1962 when the United States
confronted the Soviet Union over its installation of
missiles in Cuba, few people shared the behind-thescenes story as it is told here by the late Senator
Robert F. Kennedy. In this unique account, he
describes each of the participants during the
sometimes hour-to-hour negotiations, with particular
attention to the actions and views of his brother,
President John F. Kennedy. In a new foreword, the
distinguished historian and Kennedy adviser Arthur
Schlesinger, Jr., discusses the book's enduring
importance and the significance of new information
about the crisis that has come to light, especially from
the Soviet Union.

President Kennedy Fights the Cold War
Bruce Riedel provides new perspective and insights
into Kennedy's forgotten crisis in the most dangerous
days of the cold war. The Cuban Missile Crisis defined
the presidency of John F. Kennedy. But during the
same week that the world stood transfixed by the
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possibility of nuclear war between the United States
and the Soviet Union, Kennedy was also consumed by
a war that has escaped history's attention, yet still
significantly reverberates today: the Sino-Indian
conflict. As well-armed troops from the People's
Republic of China surged into Indian-held territory in
October 1962, Kennedy ordered an emergency airlift
of supplies to the Indian army. He engaged in
diplomatic talks that kept the neighboring Pakistanis
out of the fighting. The conflict came to an end with a
unilateral Chinese cease-fire, relieving Kennedy of a
decision to intervene militarily in support of India.
Bruce Riedel, a CIA and National Security Council
veteran, provides the first full narrative of this crisis,
which played out during the tense negotiations with
Moscow over Cuba. He also describes another, nearly
forgotten episode of U.S. espionage during the war
between India and China: secret U.S. support of
Tibetan opposition to Chinese occupation of Tibet. He
details how the United States, beginning in 1957,
trained and parachuted Tibetan guerrillas into Tibet to
fight Chinese military forces. The United States did
not abandon this covert support until relations were
normalized with China in the 1970s. Riedel tells this
story of war, diplomacy, and covert action with
authority and perspective. He draws on newly
declassified letters between Kennedy and Indian
leader Jawaharlal Nehru, along with the diaries and
memoirs of key players and other sources, to make
this the definitive account of JFK's forgotten crisis.
This is, Riedel writes, Kennedy's finest hour as you
have never read it before.
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Cold War and Counterrevolution
At the beginning of June 1961, the tensions of the
Cold War were supposed to abate as both sides
sought a resolution. The two most important men in
the world, John F. Kennedy and Nikita Khrushchev,
met for a summit in Vienna. Yet the high hopes were
disappointed. Within months the Cold War had
become very hot: Khrushchev built the Berlin Wall
and a year later he sent missiles to Cuba to threaten
the United States directly. Despite the fact that the
Vienna Summit yielded barely any tangible results, it
did lead to some very important developments. The
superpowers came to see for the first time that there
was only one way to escape from the atomic hell of
their respective arsenals: dialogue. The "peace
through fear" and the "hotline" between Washington
and Moscow prevented an atomic confrontation.
Austria successfully demonstrated its new role as
neutral state and host when Vienna became a
meeting place in the Cold War. In The Vienna Summit
and Its Importance in International History
international experts use new Russian and Western
sources to analyze what really happened during this
critical time and why the parties had a close shave
with catastrophe.

The Origins of the Present Troubles in
Northern Ireland
President Kennedy is the compelling, dramatic history
of JFK's thousand days in office. It illuminates the
presidential center of power by providing an indepth
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look at the day-by-day decisions and dilemmas of the
thirty-fifth president as he faced everything from the
threat of nuclear war abroad to racial unrest at home.

Gambling with Armageddon
In this revised edition of the highly praised Engaging
India, Strobe Talbott updates his bestselling
diplomatic account of America's parallel negotiations
with India and Pakistan over nuclear proliferation in
the late 1990s. The update looks at recent nuclear
dealings between India and the United States,
including Indian Prime Minister Manmohan Singh's
2005 visit to America. Under the highly controversial
agreement that emerged, the United States would
give India access to U.S. nuclear technology and
conventional weapons systems. In exchange, India
would place its civilian nuclear program under
international monitoring and continue the ban on
nuclear testing. Praise for the hardback edition "A
fascinating study of how diplomatic dialogue can
slowly broaden to include subtle considerations of the
domestic politics and foreign policies of both
countries involved." Foreign Affairs "An important
addition to the literature of modern diplomatic
history."—Choice "Detailed and revealing an honest
behind-the-scenes look at how countries make and
defend policies. A must-read for any student of
diplomacy."—Outlook (India) "A rapidly engrossing
work and a welcome addition to modern world history
shelves."—Reviewer's Bookwatch "A highly engaging
book; lucid, informative and at times,
amusing."—International Affairs
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Kennedy, de Gaulle and Western Europe
A lively and accessible new introduction to the origins
and emergence of the Cold War. Caroline KennedyPipe brings to life the clashes of ideas and
personalities that led Russia and America into
decades of conflict and draws out important lessons
for policy and analysis in today's equally formative
period in world affairs.

The Rise and Fall of the Great Powers
From the authors of the bestselling The Finest Hours
comes the riveting, deeply human story of President
John F. Kennedy and two U-2 pilots, Rudy Anderson
and Chuck Maultsby, who risked their lives to save
America during the Cuban Missile Crisis During the
ominous two weeks of the Cold War's terrifying peak,
two things saved humanity: the strategic wisdom of
John F. Kennedy and the U-2 aerial spy program. On
October 27, 1962, Kennedy, strained from back pain,
sleeplessness, and days of impossible tension, was
briefed about a missing spy plane. Its pilot, Chuck
Maultsby, was on a surveillance mission over the
North Pole, but had become disoriented and steered
his plane into Soviet airspace. If detected, its
presence there could be considered an act of war. As
the president and his advisers wrestled with this
information, more bad news came: another U-2 had
gone missing, this one belonging to Rudy Anderson.
His mission: to photograph missile sites over Cuba.
For the president, any wrong move could turn the
Cold War nuclear. Above and Beyond is the intimate,
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gripping account of the lives of these three war
heroes, brought together on a day that changed
history.

Stalin's Cold War
A book to challenge the status quo, spark a debate,
and get people talking about the issues and questions
we face as a country!

John F. Kennedy Vs. Nikita Khrushchev
The Most Dangerous Area in the World
Examines how the Eisenhower and Kennedy
administrations manipulated the 1960-1963 Congo
crises and countered Soviet influence on Lumumba,
Tshombe, and Mobotu

"One Hell of a Gamble": Khrushchev,
Castro, and Kennedy, 1958-1964
An examination of the Cuban Missile Crisis analyzes
the roles, objectives, and actions of John Kennedy and
Nikita Khrushchev during the October 1962 showdown
between the U.S. and Soviet Union.

U.S. History
At the height of the Cold War, the John F. Kennedy
administration designed an ambitious plan for the
Middle East-its aim was to seek rapprochement with
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Nasser's Egypt in order to keep the Arab world neutral
and contain the perceived communist threat. In order
to offset this approach, Kennedy sought to grow
relations with the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and
embrace Israel's defense priorities-a decision which
would begin the US-Israeli 'special relationship'. Here,
Antonio Perra shows for the first time how new
relations with Saudi Arabia and Israel which would
come to shape the Middle East for decades were in
fact a by-product of Kennedy's efforts at Soviet
containment. The Saudi's in particular were
increasingly viewed as 'an atavistic regime who would
soon disappear' but Kennedy's support for themwhich hardened during the Yemen Crisis even as he
sought to placate Nasser-had the unintended effect of
making them, as today, the US' great pillar of support
in the Middle East.

Murrow's Cold War
The groundbreaking and revelatory tale of the most
dangerous years of the Cold War and the two leaders
who held the fate of the world in their hands. This
bestselling history takes us into the tumultuous period
from 1960 through 1963 when the Berlin Wall was
built and the Bay of Pigs invasion and the Cuban
Missile Crisis brought the United States and Soviet
Union to the abyss. In this compelling narrative,
author Michael Beschloss, praised by Newsweek as
“the nation’s leading Presidential historian,” draws on
declassified American documents and interviews with
Kennedy aides and Soviet sources to reveal the inner
workings of the CIA, Pentagon, White House, KGB, and
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politburo, and show us the complex private
relationship between President John F. Kennedy and
Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev. Beschloss discards
previous myths to show how the miscalculations and
conflicting ambitions of those leaders caused a
nuclear confrontation that could have killed tens of
millions of people. Among the cast of characters are
Robert Kennedy, Robert McNamara, Adlai Stevenson,
Fidel Castro, Willy Brandt, Leonid Brezhnev, and
Andrei Gromyko. The Bay of Pigs invasion, the Vienna
Summit, the Berlin Crisis, and what followed are
rendered with urgency and intimacy as the author
puts these dangerous years in the context of world
history. “Impressively researched and engrossingly
narrated” (Los Angeles Times), The Crisis Years brings
to vivid life a crucial epoch in a book that David
Remnick of the New Yorker has called the “definitive”
history of John F. Kennedy and the Cold War.

Kennedy in Berlin
Published by OpenStax College, U.S. History covers
the breadth of the chronological history of the United
States and also provides the necessary depth to
ensure the course is manageable for instructors and
students alike. U.S. History is designed to meet the
scope and sequence requirements of most courses.
The authors introduce key forces and major
developments that together form the American
experience, with particular attention paid to
considering issues of race, class and gender. The text
provides a balanced approach to U.S. history,
considering the people, events and ideas that have
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shaped the United States from both the top down
(politics, economics, diplomacy) and bottom up
(eyewitness accounts, lived experience).

John F. Kennedy
In June 1961, Nikita Khrushchev called Berlin "the
most dangerous place on earth." He knew what he
was talking about. Much has been written about the
Cuban Missile Crisis a year later, but the Berlin Crisis
of 1961 was more decisive in shaping the Cold Warand more perilous. It was in that hot summer that the
Berlin Wall was constructed, which would divide the
world for another twenty-eight years. Then two
months later, and for the first time in history,
American and Soviet fighting men and tanks stood
arrayed against each other, only yards apart. One
mistake, one nervous soldier, one overzealous
commander-and the tripwire would be sprung for a
war that could go nuclear in a heartbeat. On one side
was a young, untested U.S. president still reeling from
the Bay of Pigs disaster and a humiliating summit
meeting that left him grasping for ways to respond. It
would add up to be one of the worst first-year foreign
policy performances of any modern president. On the
other side, a Soviet premier hemmed in by the
Chinese, East Germans, and hardliners in his own
government. With an all-important Party Congress
approaching, he knew Berlin meant the difference not
only for the Kremlin's hold on its empire-but for his
own hold on the Kremlin. Neither man really
understood the other, both tried cynically to
manipulate events. And so, week by week, they crept
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closer to the brink. Based on a wealth of new
documents and interviews, filled with freshsometimes startling-insights, written with immediacy
and drama, Berlin 1961 is an extraordinary look at
key events of the twentieth century, with powerful
applications to these early years of the twenty-first.
Includes photographs

The Kremlinologist
Focusing on the Cold War mindset of JFK, this unique
portrait of his presidency introduces readers to the
wars he inherited and started all over the world.

High Noon in the Cold War
In March 1961 America's most prominent journalist,
Edward R. Murrow, ended a quarter-century career
with the Columbia Broadcasting System to join the
administration of John F. Kennedy as director of the
United States Information Agency (USIA). Charged
with promoting a positive image abroad, the agency
sponsored overseas research programs, produced
documentaries, and operated the Voice of America to
spread the country's influence throughout the world.
As director of the USIA, Murrow hired African
Americans for top spots in the agency and leveraged
his celebrity status at home to challenge all
Americans to correct the scourge of domestic racism
that discouraged developing countries, viewed as
strategic assets, from aligning with the West. Using
both overt and covert propaganda programs, Murrow
forged a positive public image for Kennedy
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administration policies in an unsettled era that
included the rise of the Berlin Wall, the Cuban Missile
Crisis, and support for Vietnam's Ngo Dinh Diem.
Murrow's Cold War tackles an understudied portion of
Murrow's life, reveals how one of America's most
revered journalists improved the global perception of
the United States, and exposes the importance of
public diplomacy in the advancement of U.S. foreign
policy.

Engaging India
In Kennedy, de Gaulle and Western Europe , Mahan
revises prevailing interpretations of Franco-American
relations during the early 1960s that either chastise
de Gaulle for anti-Americanism or Kennedy for
imposing U.S. policies on Europe. Summoning a wide
range of French and American archival sources, this
book demonstrates that the structure and dynamics
of the Franco-American relationship during this period
were embedded in complex multilateral relationships
within the Western alliance.

Lee Harvey Oswald's Cold War
The Other Missiles of October
Half a century after his assassination, John F. Kennedy
continues to evoke widespread fascination, looming
large in America’s historical memory. Popular
portrayals often show Kennedy as a mythic, heroic
figure, but these depictions can obscure the details of
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the president’s actual achievements and challenges.
Despite the short length of his time in office, during
his presidency, Kennedy dealt with many of the issues
that would come to define the 1960s, including the
burgeoning Cold War and the growing Civil Rights
movement. In John F. Kennedy: The Spirit of Cold War
Liberalism, Jason K. Duncan explains Kennedy’s
significance as a political figure of the 20th century in
U.S. and world history. Duncan contextualizes
Kennedy’s political career through his personal life
and addresses the legacy the president left behind. In
a concise narrative supplemented by primary
documents, including presidential speeches and
critical reviews from the left and right, Duncan builds
a biography that elucidates the impact of this iconic
president and the history of the 1960s.

Kennedy and the Middle East
A Brief History of the Cold War
300 pages of documents include: telegrams,
memoranda of conversations, instructions to
diplomats, etc.

The Crisis Years
The Congo Cables
Provides an account of the most dangerous moment
of the Cold War--the Cuban Missile Crisis
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The Vienna Summit and Its Importance in
International History
"The Kremlinologist chronicles major events of the
Cold War through the prism of the life of one of its top
diplomats, Llewellyn Thompson. His life went from the
wilds of the American West to the inner sanctums of
the White House and the Kremlin. As the ambassador
to Moscow, he became an important advisor to
presidents and a key participant in major twentiethcentury events, including the Cuban Missile Crisis and
the Vietnam War. Yet, unlike his contemporaries
McGeorge Bundy and George C. Marshall--who
considered Thompson one of the most crucial actors
in the Cold War and the "unsung hero" of the Cuban
Missile Crisis--he has not been the subject of a major
biography until now. Thompson's daughters Jenny
Thompson Vukacic and Sherry Thompson set out to
document their father's life as thoroughly as possible.
Relying on primary sources and interviews, they
received generous assistance from archivists,
historians, and colleagues of their father. They also
acquired documents and information from Russian
archives, including the KGB archives. As family, they
had unprecedented access to his FBI dossier, State
Department personnel files, family archives, letters,
diaries, speeches, and documents. Their original
research brings new material to light including
important information on the U-2, Kennan's
containment policy, and Thompson's role in US covert
operations machinery. The book refutes historical
misinterpretations of events in the Berlin Crisis, the
Austrian State Treaty, and the Cuban Missile
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Crisis."--Provided by publisher.

Thirteen Days: A Memoir of the Cuban
Missile Crisis
Nigel J. Ashton analyses Anglo-American relations
during a crucial phase of the Cold War. He argues that
although policy-makers on both sides of the Atlantic
used the term 'interdependence' to describe their
relationship this concept had different meanings in
London and Washington. The Kennedy Administration
sought more centralized control of the Western
alliance, whereas the Macmillan Government
envisaged an Anglo-American partnership. This gap in
perception gave rise to a 'crisis of interdependence'
during the winter of 1962-3, encompassing issues as
diverse as the collapse of the British EEC application,
the civil war in the Yemen, the denouement of the
Congo crisis and the fate of the British independent
nuclear deterrent.

Khrushchev: The Man and His Era
In the first analysis of the start of the Cold War from a
Soviet viewpoint, Caroline Kennedy-Pipe draws on
Russian source material to reach some startling
conclusions. She challenges the prevailing orthodoxy
of Western historians to show how Moscow saw the
presence of US troops in Europe in the 1940s and
early 1950s as advantageous rather than as a check
on Soviet ambitions. The author points to a complex
web of concerns than fuelled Moscow's actions, and
explores how the Soviet leadership, and Stalin in
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particular, responded to American policy. She shows
how the Soviet experience of the United States and
Europe, both before, during and after the Second
World War, led Moscow to a policy that was not simply
fuelled by anti-Americanism. Six chapters cover
events from the wartime conferences of 1943 until
the death of Stalin. A final chapter places the book in
the context of the current debate over the causes of
the Cold War.

The Cuban Missile Crisis and the Cold
War
The relationship between President John F. Kennedy
and Prime Minister Harold Macmillan was a complex
factor in the creation of Anglo-American foreign
policies in the early 1960's. Kennedy and Macmillan
offers a systematic account of this personal friendship
and questions the impact of the relationship, in and of
itself, on Cold War policymaking. Assessing the nature
of this relationship contributes to a greater
understanding of Anglo-American relations, and also
provides a tool for understanding the complex nature
of international diplomacy during the Cold War. This
behind-the-scenes look at the decision-making
process reveals the reality of the statecraft and
personal diplomacy during the Cold War.

Kennedy and Macmillan
*Includes pictures. *Includes quotes from participants,
including declassified CIA files. *Includes footnotes
and a bibliography for further reading. Within just a
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month of becoming President, the issue of communist
Cuba became central to John F. Kennedy and his
administration. On February 3rd, 1961, President
Kennedy called for a plan to support Cuban refugees
in the U.S., and a month later, he created the Peace
Corps, a program that trained young American
volunteers to help with economic and community
development in poor countries. Both programs were
integral pieces of the Cold War and were attempts to
align disadvantaged groups abroad with the United
State and the West against the Soviet Union and its
Communist satellites. Meanwhile, covert operations
were laying the groundwork for overthrowing Cuban
leader Fidel Castro, and he knew it. Castro railed
against CIA involvement among Cubans trying to
overthrow him and his still young revolution. Matters
came to a head that April, when the Kennedy
Administration moved beyond soft measures to direct
action. From April 17-20, 1,400 CIA-trained Cuban
exiles landed on the beaches of Western Cuba in an
attempt to overthrow Castro. This plan, known as the
"Bay of Pigs," had been originally drafted by the
Eisenhower Administration. The exiles landed in Cuba
and were expected to be greeted by anti-Castro
forces within the country, after which the U.S. would
provide air reinforcement to the rebels and the Castro
regime would slowly be overthrown. Soviet leader
Nikita Khrushchev's belief that he could push the
inexperienced American leader around grew in the
wake of the Bay of Pigs fiasco and the inconclusive
Vienna summit in June 1961 that left Kennedy
complaining to his brother Bobby that Khrushchev
was "like dealing with Dad. All give and no take."
Motivated by the events of the previous year, 1962
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saw Khrushchev made his most decisive decision. Still
questioning Kennedy's resolve, and attempting to
placate the concerns of Cuban leader Fidel Castro
following the failed Bay of Pigs invasion, Khrushchev
attempted to place medium range nuclear missiles in
Cuba, just 90 miles off the coast of the United States.
Though Castro warned him that the act would seem
like an act of aggression to the Americans,
Khrushchev insisted on moving the missiles in quietly,
under the cover of darkness. These missiles could
serve not only as a deterrent against any invasion of
Cuba but also as the ultimate first-strike capability in
the event of a nuclear war. However, in October 1962,
American spy planes discovered the Soviets were
building nuclear missile sites in Cuba, and intelligence
officials informed Kennedy of this on October 16th. It
went without saying that nuclear missile sites located
just miles off the coast of the American mainland
posed a grave threat to the country, especially
because missiles launched from Cuba would reach
their targets in mere minutes. That would throw off
important military balances in nuclear arms and
locations that had previously ensured the Cold War
stayed cold. Almost all senior American political
figures agreed that the sites were offensive and
needed to be removed, but how? Ultimately, some of
the biggest arguments during the crisis took place
among members of the Kennedy administration and
the military. Members of the U.S. Air Force wanted to
take out the sites with bombing missions and launch a
full-scale invasion of Cuba, but Kennedy and his
brother feared that military action could ignite a fullscale escalation leading to nuclear war. Though he
had previously taken aggressive stances on Cuba,
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Bobby was one of the voices who opposed outright
war and helped craft the eventual plan: a blockade of
Cuba. That was the decision President Kennedy
ultimately reached as well, but it remained to be seen
whether Khrushchev would test Kennedy's resolve yet
again.

The Origins of the Cold War
Kennedy in Berlin examines one of the most
spectacular political events of the twentieth century.
It tells the story of the enthusiastically celebrated visit
that US president John F. Kennedy paid to Berlin, the
'frontline city of the Cold War,' in June 1963. The
president's tour resonated around the world, not least
on account of Kennedy's famous declaration – 'Ich bin
ein Berliner.' Andreas W. Daum sets Kennedy's visit
against the background of the special relationship
that had developed between the United States and
West Berlin in the wake of World War II, and Kennedy
in Berlin is an innovative contribution to the study of
transatlantic relations, the Cold War, and the conduct
of diplomacy in the age of mass media. Using a broad
range of sources, this book sheds new light on the
interplay between politics and culture in the modern
era.

President Kennedy
A thrilling Cold War narrative of superpower
showdowns, media suppression, and two escape
tunnels beneath the Berlin Wall. In the summer of
1962, the year after the rise of the Berlin Wall, a
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group of young West Germans risked prison, Stasi
torture, and even death to liberate friends, lovers, and
strangers in East Berlin by digging tunnels under the
Wall. Then two U.S. television networks heard about
the secret projects and raced to be first to document
them from the inside. NBC and CBS funded two
separate tunnels in return for the right to film the
escapes, planning spectacular prime-time specials.
President John F. Kennedy, however, was wary of
anything that might spark a confrontation with the
Soviets, having said, “A wall is better than a war,” and
even confessing to Secretary of State Dean Rusk, “We
don’t care about East Berlin.” JFK approved
unprecedented maneuvers to quash both
documentaries, testing the limits of a free press in an
era of escalating nuclear tensions. As Greg Mitchell’s
riveting narrative unfolds, we meet extraordinary
characters: the legendary cyclist who became East
Germany’s top target for arrest; the Stasi informer
who betrays the “CBS tunnel”; the American student
who aided the escapes; an engineer who would later
help build the tunnel under the English channel; and
the young East Berliner who fled with her baby, then
married one of the tunnelers. The Tunnels captures
the chilling reach of the Stasi secret police as U.S.
networks prepared to “pay for play” but were willing
to cave to official pressure, the White House was
eager to suppress historic coverage, and ordinary
people in dire circumstances became subversive. The
Tunnels is breaking history, a propulsive read whose
themes still reverberate.

The Cuban Missile Crisis
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In October 1962, when the Soviet Union deployed
nuclear missiles in Cuba, the most dangerous
confrontation of the Cold War ensued, bringing the
world close to the brink of nuclear war. Over two
tense weeks, U.S. president John F. Kennedy and
Soviet premier Nikita Khrushchev managed to
negotiate a peaceful resolution to what was nearly a
global catastrophe. Drawing on the best recent
scholarship and previously unexamined documents
from the archives of the former Soviet Union, this
introductory volume examines the motivations and
calculations of the major participants in the conflict,
sets the crisis in the context of the broader history of
the global Cold War, and traces the effects of the
crisis on subsequent international and regional
geopolitical relations. Selections from twenty primary
sources provide firsthand accounts of the frantic
deliberations and realpolitik diplomacy between the
U.S., the U.S.S.R., and Fidel Castro's Cuban regime;
thirteen illustrations are also included. CONTENTS:
Introduction: The Making of a global Crisis The Origins
of the Cold War A New Front in the Cold War The Cold
War in Latin America The Cuban Revolution and the
Soviet Union U.S. and Regional Responses to the
Cuban Revolution Operation Zapata: The Bay of Pigs
Operation Anadyr: Soviet Missiles in Cuba Crisis
Dénouement: The Missiles of November Evaluating
the Leadership on All Sides of the Crisis Nuclear
Fallout: Consequences of the Missile Crisis The Future
of Cuban-Soviet Relations Latin American Responses
to the Missile Crisis Conclusion: Lessons of the Cuban
Missile Crisis Historiography of the Cuban Missile
Crisis Documents Memorandum for McGeorge Bundy
from Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., April 10, 1961 State
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October 18, 1962 Telegram from Soviet Foreign
Minister Gromyko to the CC CPSU, October 20, 1962
President John F. Kennedy’s speech to the Nation,
October 22, 1962 Resolution Adopted by the Council
of the Organization of American States Acting
Provisionally as the Organ of Consultation, October
23, 1962 Message from Mexican President Adolfo
López Mateos to Cuban President Osvaldo Dorticós,
October 23, 1962 Letter from Khrushchev to John F.
Kennedy, October 24, 1962 Telegram from Soviet
Ambassador to the USA Dobrynin to the USSR MFA,
October 24, 1962 Memorandum for President
Kennedy from Douglas Dillon, October 26, 1962
Telegram from Fidel Castro to N.S. Khrushchev,
October 26, 1962 Letter from Khrushchev to Fidel
Castro, October 28, 1962 Cable from USSR
Ambassador to Cuba Alekseev to Soviet Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, October 28, 1962 Telegram from
Soviet Deputy Foreign Minister Kuznetsov and
Ambassador to the U.N. Zorin to USSR Foreign
Ministry (1), October 30, 1962 Premier Khrushchev’s
Letter to Prime Minister Castro, October 30, 1962
Prime Minister Castro’s Letter to Premier Khrushchev,
October 31, 1962 Meeting of the Secretary of the
Communist Party of Cuba with Mikoyan in the
Presidential Palace, November 4, 1962 Brazilian
Foreign Ministry Memorandum, “Question of Cuba,”
November 20, 1968 Letter from Khrushchev to Fidel
Castro, January 31, 1963 “I Know Something About
the Caribbean Crisis,” Notes from a Conversation with
Fidel Castro, November 5, 1987 Select Bibliography
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Kennedy, Macmillan and the Cold War
Volume One takes the reader from the Barrios of
Bogota through the intrigues of Manchuria and wartorn South-East Asia to the slums and skyscrapers of
New York City, the latter as seen through the eyes of
the truant, Lee Harvey Oswald. Within a year of
formation in 1947, the CIA committed what was
probably its first major act. It involved an
assassination using a designated patsy. Time and
place: Bogota, April 9, 1948 - the victim, the youthful
and charismatic presidential front-runner, Jorge
Eliecer Gaitan. The entire scenario would be
replicated 20 years later in Los Angeles with another
youthful and charismatic presidential front-runner right down to a patsy using self-hypnosis and
connected to the California cult known as AMORC.
And somewhere in between the two slayings was the
assassination of JFK and the circuitous path to Dallas
taken by patsy-in-the-making, Lee Harvey Oswald the most intriguingly enigmatic alleged assassin of
them all. Volume Two picks up where Volume One left
off. Marguerite and young Lee have left New York City
and returned to Lee's place of birth, New Orleans. Lee
seems more like a "normal" kid than ever before. He
gets into scrapes at school, joins clubs and keeps a
weather eye on the wide world around him. But dig
deeper and he is immersed in memorizing the
Marines Manual and Das Kapital under the guidance
of Captain Dave whom Lee has met in the Civil Air
Patrol (CAP). Moreover, he is playing entrapment
games with his friends. Has Captain Dave (David
Ferrie) recruited Lee into a cadre of teenage antiPage 25/29
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subversive agents in a program first floated by the
CAP some seven years earlier? Was this program,
which included teaching young recruits how to speak
Russian, the seeds of what became the False Defector
Program? In 1956, Lee is once again uprooted - this
time moving to Forth Worth where he gets caught up
in the riots brought about by forced integration
pursuant to the Brown v Board of Education decision.
Meanwhile, the Hungarian Uprising is waiting to
explode in Europe. Also in 1956, Ruth Paine's sister,
Sylvia Hoke finished work on a CIA project. The nature
of the project is revealed here for the first time. Then
in October, on his 17th birthday, Lee joins the
Marines. We review his service record and explain
some of the anomalies within it. Lastly, we have a
look at the very spooky Albert Schweitzer College in
Switzerland, which Lee had paid a $25 deposit to
attend, but instead had headed to the Soviet Union.
The Nazi and doomsday cult connections to the
college are exposed, as are US government ties. This
edition includes a bonus timeline at Appendix A. "

The Soviet Cuban Missile Crisis
From the Pulitzer Prize-winning author of American
Prometheus: The Triumph and Tragedy of J. Robert
Oppenheimer comes the first effort to set the Cuban
Missile Crisis, with its potential for nuclear holocaust,
in a wider historical narrative of the Cold War--how
such a crisis arose, and why at the very last possible
moment it didn't happen. In this groundbreaking look
at the Cuban Missile Crisis, Martin Sherwin not only
gives us a riveting sometimes hour-by-hour
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explanation of the crisis itself, but also explores the
origins, scope, and consequences of the evolving
place of nuclear weapons in the post-World War II
world. Mining new sources and materials, and going
far beyond the scope of earlier works on this critical
face-off between the United States and the Soviet
Union--triggered when Khrushchev began installing
missiles in Cuba at Castro's behest--Sherwin shows
how this volatile event was an integral part of the
wider Cold War and was a consequence of nuclear
arms. Gambling with Armageddon looks in particular
at the original debate in the Truman Administration
about using the Atomic Bomb; the way in which
President Eisenhower relied on the threat of massive
retaliation to project U.S. power in the early Cold War
era; and how President Kennedy, though unprepared
to deal with the Bay of Pigs debacle, came of age
during the Cuban Missile Crisis. Here too is a clarifying
picture of what was going on in Khrushchev's Soviet
Union. Martin Sherwin has spent his career in the
study of nuclear weapons and how they have shaped
our world. Gambling with Armegeddon is an
outstanding capstone to his work thus far.

JFK and the Unspeakable
In March 1961, President John F. Kennedy announced
the formation of the Alliance for Progress, a program
dedicated to creating prosperous, socially just,
democratic societies throughout Latin America. Over
the next few years, the United States spent nearly
$20 billion in pursuit of the Alliance's goals, but Latin
American economies barely grew, Latin American
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societies remained inequitable, and sixteen
extraconstitutional changes of government rocked the
region. In this close, critical analysis, Stephen Rabe
explains why Kennedy's grand plan for Latin America
proved such a signal policy failure. Drawing on
recently declassified materials, Rabe investigates the
nature of Kennedy's intense anti-Communist crusade
and explores the convictions that drove him to fight
the Cold War throughout the Caribbean and Latin
America--a region he repeatedly referred to as "the
most dangerous area in the world." As Rabe
acknowledges, Kennedy remains popular in the
United States and Latin America, in part for the noble
purposes behind the Alliance for Progress. But an
unwavering determination to wage Cold War led
Kennedy to compromise, even mutilate, those grand
goals.

The Tunnels
About national and international power in the
"modern" or Post Renaissance period. Explains how
the various powers have risen and fallen over the 5
centuries since the formation of the "new
monarchies" in W. Europe.
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